
Werth IT GmbH knows the needs of business security for SAP sy-

stems and takes the specific IT security requirements very seriously. 

For this reason, the team of experts has developed with a high re-

gard for quality an SAP security scanner that completely covers the 

auditing of SAP systems.

With the intuitive WERTH AUDITOR it consciously focuses on easy 

handling and meaningful result lists that are already used today by 

wellknown companies to manage their SAP security and solve the 

problem of increasing complexity and simultaneous shortages of 

skilled professionals.

WerthAUDITOR 
Innovative security software for SAP-Systems

Everything. Simple. Secure.



One product -
Many possibilities.

FULL COMPREHENSIVE
WerthAUDITOR  checks all security-

related areas of SAP landscape to 

provide a reliable assessment of the 

security status.

AUTOMATED
Automated scans facilitate and speed 

up the audit and allow continuous 

security monitoring of a SAP system

AWARDED
Our product has been awarded by 

the Federal Ministry of Economics 

and Energy with the special prize for 

IT Enterprise Security.

MADE IN GERMANY
As a German Family business quality, 

reliability and trust are values   we live 

on daily basis for our Partners and 

customers.

WerthAUDITOR is an easy to use security solution for complete 

audits of SAP systems. The solution allows continious and auto-

mated testing of elementary pillars of SAP security: Platform se-

curity (SAP-Application-Level, database, OS), source code analysis, 

permissions, patch management and Log analysis. Only taking ac-

count all safety- relevant aspects, an appropriate and meaningful 

measurement of the system-security is possible.

Fig. All security-relevant areas of a SAP landscape

Whether monitoring, SAP Au-

dit, compliance audits or tho-

rough penetration tests: With 

the intuitive and responsive 

user Interface of the Werth 

Auditors you and your team 

master the challenge of SAP 

Security effi  ciently without any 

special knowledge. In addition 

the Werth AUDITOR supports 

you to build an effi  cient SAP 
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Risk management. Whether to 

improve system security or to 

keep compliance with statuto-

ry regulations or compliance 

specifi cations - the Werth Au-

ditor is an easy to implement 

to use solution.



On-Demand security audits

 Ready to use: No changes in SAP system required

 Get audit results really fast

 Complete measurement of security and compliance status

 Reports with risk assessment and solution steps

 For security consultants and auditors

Continuous SAP Security

 Integration of SAP systems into risk management 

 Periodic audits to identify compliance deviations

 Automated and encrypted report delivery

 Early detection of security incidents

 Automated correction of misconfi gurations at your fi ngertips

 For security administrators, IT-Revision, CISO
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A tool for every demand.



Powerful features
WerthAUDITOR has a bunch of modern technology to fulfi ll all your SAP security requirements. Inte-

grated is an advanced SAP Security Scanner for system check and code examination. Additional an 

intelligent logic to assess risks and identify securtiy critical events in the SAP system is present. The 

package is rounded by generating detailed reports with risk prioritization and measures.

Full overview of system security
WerthAUDITOR verifi es the secure confi guration, the SAP user permissions, the Patch 

level, the ABAP code, the security-related events in the audit log and checks the SAP ser-

vices for weaknesses. In addition, the security of the operating system and the database 

can be checked, too.

 Blackbox Pentest

 Whitebox security audit

 Identifi cation of missing Security-Notes

 Compliance

Automated audits
Manual scans of a SAP system takes days. The automated audit with the WerthAUDITOR 

replaces this approach and provides nearly in real time easy understandable audit 

reports. Individual audits as well as a continuous monitoring can be automated with the 

WerthAUDITOR.

 Automated audits

 Time and cost savings

 Continuous  security monitoring
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Meaningful reports
Extensive and detailed reports for management and departments are just a click away. 

Step-by-step instructions to minimize risks are integrated. Several report types are availa-

ble: The SoD matrix displays which users have which critical authorizations and combina-

tions. The comparison report shows the development of system security over time. The of 

measures plan provides a risk based To-Do List with solutions in Excel format. Corrections 

to the SAP system can also be transferred   automatically. The detailed report presentes 

the audit results either for the management and / or departments. The identifi ed risks are 

visualized by means of traffi  c lights.

 Comprehensive reports for management and departments

 Step-by-step solution instructions

 Automated correction

 Weakness visualisation by traffi  c lights

Simplifi ed usage
WerthAUDITOR is easy to install. No changes to the SAP system are needed. Highly intu-

itive audit execution in only three steps: 1. Automatic target detectio. 2. Prepared audit 

templates for each audit case. 3. Audit execution with report generation. For the audit 

user an authorization role is automatically generated. With a few clicks periodic audits can 

be planned. Audit reports will then be generated automatically.

 Intuitive security audit in just three steps

 No modifi cation of the SAP system required

 Automation cockpit to prepare periodic audits

 Automatic report generation

 Generation of fi tted authorization roles



Act fast

Take action based on the right Informa-
tions.

Use our step by step instructions to fi x 
vulnerabilities specifi c  and precise.

Better decide

Recognize the potential risk based visua-
lized by traffi  c light system

Prioritize the threats based the risk poten-
tial

See more

Examining  the entire SAP infrastruc-
ture

Full overview of all security-related 
areas
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SAP security 
for your business.
Protect your data and systems using automated system correc-

tions and detailed solution guides. Werth Auditor enables you to 

identify quickly new vulnerabilities and deviations from security 

requirements by using the automated security scans. This gives 

you extra time to keep remediation phase short.

Perform professional and reliable system scans without specifi c 

SAP knowledge. You get meaningful and consistent results after a 

few minutes. Automate the audits of your systems and eff ectively 

correct the risks by using detailed reports, solution guides and au-

tomated corrections.



Contact

Werth IT GmbH Herbert-

Wehner Str.  2

D- 59174 Kamen

Fon (+49) 02307 28 71 500    

mail@werth-it.de    

www.werth-it.de

Allianz für 
Cyber-Sicherheit
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